The Allen Institute recently built a set of high-throughput experimental pipelines to 13 collect comprehensive in vivo surveys of physiological activity in the visual cortex of awake, 14
INTRODUCTION 25
One of the overarching goals of the Allen Institute for Brain Science is to deepen our 26 understanding of the mammalian visual system, from the moment at which photons enter the 27 eyes to the execution of complex visually guided behavior (Koch & Reid, 2012) . To achieve this 28 goal we have constructed the Allen Brain Observatory to collect comprehensive maps of neural 29 activity in awake behaving mice. These large-scale efforts will yield complementary optical 30 physiology, electrophysiology, and behavioral datasets of unprecedented size and 31 standardization-all of which will be made freely available to the scientific community for 32 continued analysis. Performing the experiments necessary to collect these large-scale, high-33
quality datasets posed significant operational and engineering challenges. Here we describe 34 the unique difficulties of, and our solutions for, collecting systematic physiological data from 35
head-fixed mice at scale. 36
Operationally, collecting large-scale datasets required an industrial-like approach that 37 relied on building experimental pipelines. These pipelines were designed to progress mice 38 through sequential data collection steps, each of which was to be performed by teams of well-39 trained technicians. A simplified overview of the experimental workflow of our first Allen Brain 40
Observatory is illustrated in Figure 1a where each icon represents a distinct experimental step. 41
Transgenic mice, such as those that express an activity-dependent fluorophore such as 42
GCaMP6 (Madisen et al., 2015) , are bred in-house by our Transgenic Colony Management 43 team before receiving surgery performed by our Surgical team. Following recovery, mice 44
receive Intrinsic Signal Imaging by our Imaging team to obtain a functional map of the visual 45 cortical areas. Mice are then transferred to our Behavior team for habituation prior to our 46
Microscopy team performing in vivo physiological recordings. Once in vivo experiments are 47 completed, tissue is collected and all data is sent through our post-acquisition processing 48 pipeline where data from multiple streams is extracted, transformed, assessed for integrity and 49 quality, and, lastly, loaded into a shareable format. 50
Scientifically, the Allen Brain Observatory pipelines are composed of a diverse set of 51 experimental "platforms" and each platform consists of multiple, identically-constructed 52 "instruments" (Table 1) . A fundamental requirement of these pipelines was that each 53 instrument needed to be built and operated around a head-fixed mouse such that the position of 54 an individual mouse's eye with respect to the visual stimulus monitor was consistent over many 55 sessions/days, as well as across all data-collection platforms (and instruments within each 56 platform). As an example of our pipeline scale, the Institute recently completed its data 57 collection efforts for the visual coding 2-photon dataset of the Allen Brain Observatory 58 (http://observatory.brain-map.org/visualcoding; de Vries et al., 2019). This initial dataset was 59 collected over ~2.5 years and included multi-session neural recordings from >60,000 cells 60 collected from hundreds of head-fixed mice. This data was collected using 41 precisely 61 configured instruments across 4 experimental pipeline platforms operated by 4 teams of 62
technicians (see Table 1 ). 63 The operational and scientific requirements of the Allen Brain Observatory necessitated 66 a comprehensive engineering strategy to ensure the stability and quality of the pipeline 67 datasets. Our strategy was to rely on standard approaches for fixturing and inspection of 68 engineered features on mechanical parts, which included defining and fully constraining datum 69 structures on mating components. By constraining these structures, both in rotation and 70 translation, we were able to create a "cross-platform reference space". This reference space is 71 defined by the three mutually intersecting perpendicular datum planes created upon 72
immobilization of the headplate within the clamp. Critically, this reference space allows for 73 spatial information to be defined and translated both within and between platforms. 74
Furthermore, it allows consistent placement of all experimental components and instrumentation 75
relative to the reference space and therefore to the mouse. 76
The fundamentals of a cross-platform reference space are based on the definition of a 77
shared Cartesian coordinate space that is referenced to known biological features; in this case 78
we relied on common mouse skull fiducials including lambda, bregma, and the interaural line. 79
There are three components that are necessary for creating a shared coordinate space for data 80 collected from hundreds of head-fixed mice using many instruments: 1) a robust headframe, 2) 81 a reproducible clamping system, and 3) data-collection systems that are built, and maintained, 82
around precise alignment with a reference artifact. 83
The first engineering challenge that we faced in building a cross-reference space for the 84 Allen Brain Observatory pipelines was to design a robust headframe. which in some cases limited instrument access to the left hemisphere 98 4. The need for two holding clamps forced the system to be statically indeterminate, 99
preventing accurate knowledge of 1) headframe location (and thus any cells of interest) 100
as well as 2) physical strains induced in the headframe. 101
Upon determining that no existing headframe met our pipeline requirements, we decided to 102 create a novel design, which allowed us to incorporate all the necessary features from the 103 ground up. While iterating on the headframe design we co-developed a surgical procedure and 104 set of custom surgical tooling that would precisely place the headframe relative to the mouse 105 skull. 106
The second requirement of a cross-platform reference space is a robust clamping 107 system and for this we relied on a clamping interface that we had incorporated into the 108 headframe shank. The headframe's built-in registerable faces/features allowed it to be 109
reproducibly placed and secured into the clamps of the various instruments. 110
The final requirement of the cross-platform reference space is that the data collection 111 systems are designed, built and maintained around precise alignment with a single reference 112 artifact; we used a reticle. An important challenge that we faced was that the pipeline platforms 113 are diverse and possess unique sets of constraints related to both the mode of data acquisition 114 (e.g. ISI camera vs 2P microscope objective) and physical attributes (including size, shape, and 115 orientation). To standardize mouse placement across these diverse platforms we created 116 custom hardware solutions that incorporated a stage and stimulus screen at fixed geometry 117 between a head-fixed mice and the visual stimulus monitor ( Figure 1b ). Importantly, these 118
features are set and validated independently of biological variation and permit long-term 119
monitoring of system alignment. 120
Here we describe in detail the engineering strategies and tools we implemented to build 121 and maintain the Allen Brain Observatory pipelines. Each pipeline consists of a variety of 122 precision platforms capable of collecting large-scale, in vivo physiology datasets from awake 123 head-fixed mice in a highly standardized manner. Our strategy for melding standardization with 124 scale was to create an experiment-wide coordinate system, or cross-platform reference space. 125
The cross-platform reference space required designing and validating a suite of equipment and 126 tools, which we describe below and are being made freely available as an open resource to the 127 scientific community. 128
129

RESULTS 130
Headframe 131
The Allen Brain Observatory headframe was designed in-house to meet the stringent 132 scientific requirements of our experiments and was driven by factors such as 1) animal health, 133
2) ease of handling, 3) basic geometrical and experimental constraints, as well as more 134 complex needs such as 4) registrability and rigidity. The headframe consists of a headplate 135 combined with an experiment-specific well. shank (the feature that is loaded into a clamp) and the mouse-interface that, in this case, 139
encircles the visual area of the cortex in the left hemisphere (see below for stereotaxic 140 coordinates). 141
The shank design includes three perpendicular, manufactured surfaces that define a 142 datum reference frame (shown as A, B, and C in Figure 2a ). The reference frame on the 143 headplate mates to the corresponding reference frame on the clamp of each instrument and 144 constrains the three translational (x, y, z) and three rotational (pitch, roll, yaw) degrees of 145 freedom. The common reference frame provides a physical origin point to which all visual 146 stimuli and instrumentation are placed in three-dimensional space. Incorporating the physical 147 origin point in the design of each of our instruments ensures that the mouse experiences the 148 same stimulus across every platform (and every instrument within each platform) of the pipeline. 149
The design of the mouse interface of the headplate was driven by 1) the area of interest 150 for physiological recordings, 2) the microscope or other instrument interface, and 3) the 151 geometry of the mouse skull. The headframe developed for the Allen Brain Observatory 152 consists of a 10 mm circular opening centered over the putative location of the primary visual 153 cortex (M/L= -2.8 mm, A/P = 1.3 mm, with respect to lambda). The 10 mm ring features a slight 154 teardrop shape to accommodate skull variation between animals and provides clearance for a 155 more reproducible, unobstructed skull contact point across mice. The headplate is mated to a 156
water-retention well that was designed to interface with a 16X Nikon CFI LWD Plan Fluorite 157
Objective. The design of the mouse interface and well are easily adaptable to other regions of 158 the mouse skull (to gain access to other brain structures of interest), other objectives or 159
instruments, and/ other surgical preparations, all while retaining the datum reference frame of 160 the shank and its placement relative to the three biological features. 161
A final requirement of the headplate was that it should provide a finger-hold to help ease 162 the clamping procedure for head-fixation. Methods). Titanium's biocompatibility is well understood and, as such, it is often selected for 168 implants in mice and humans (Sidambe, 2014) . Given its desirable stiffness-to-weight ratio it is 169 an especially good fit for this application and is routinely used for similar in vivo neuroscience 170
applications (e.g., Guo et al., 2014; Hefendehl et al., 2012) . The finished headplate mass is 171 ~1.9 g (approximately 10% of body weight of a minimum weight mouse at the time of 172 implantation). We monitored in-cage behavior of mice following surgery and observed that mice 173
can eat, drink, and locomote normally with the headframe and well attached to the skull. the shank of the headplate was kept to the rear of the skull and was also raised above the body 180 of the mouse to keep it clear of the neck and back (that is, it is parallel to and elevated from the 181
x-y plane of the mouse coordinate system) ( Figure 2b ). 182
As one of the experimental requirements for our headpost design, our 2P microscopy 183
team determined a priori that the imaging region of interest must exhibit no more than 4 µm of 184 total displacement along the optical axis during an experiment. Figure 3a shows the results of a 185 computer simulation to assess how the headframe and clamp performed under a downward, 0.5 186 N load distributed across the entire ring of the headplate. We deemed a 0.5 N force to be a 187 conservative estimate when compared to an average running mouse with mass of 188 approximately 20 grams (0.196 Newtons) without the ability to exert significant force on a low 189 stiffness, foam-covered running disk. The simulations showed that the 0.5 N load resulted in a 190
displacement of approximately 1.5-2 µm at the center of the ring, with a maximum deflection of 191 ~3 µm at the outer edge of the ring. Figure 3b shows the results of our bench tests during 192 which we measured the actual deflection (measured at ring center and rim using a laser 193 displacement sensor) caused by 20 g, 50 g, and 100 g weights hung under the outer rim of the 194 headplate ring. Our tests confirmed that the titanium headpost, coupled with our pipeline 195 clamping mechanism, demonstrated an average of 3.2 µm of displacement at the center of the 196 ring under a static 0.49 N (50 g) load applied to the far end of the headplate. A final set of tests 197
were performed to assess the deflection of the headframe and cranial window surface in actual 198 mice. Specifically, following recovery from the Headframe & Cranial Window surgery (see 199
Materials & Methods) two mice were head-fixed in a pipeline 2P microscope instrument and 200 deflection measurements were obtained while the mice were actively locomoting (i.e., during 201
bouts of running and stopping). The results of these tests are shown in Figure 3c , overlaid with 202 a baseline measurement of noise. As expected, there was minor displacement of the 203 headframe when the mice were locomoting and this displacement increased slightly when 204 measured at the surface of the cranial window (as indicated in the example traces and 205
histograms, as well as reflected by the increase in signal variance). Importantly, however, 206 maximum displacement (≤ 2.2 µm), and even total range of displacement (≤ 3.3 µm), was well 207
within our experimental tolerances. 208
Headframe Surgical Tooling 209
The Allen Brain Observatory cranial window surgery has previously been described in be found at https://help.brain-map.org/display/observatory/Documentation. 212 HEADFRAME PLACEMENT: To standardize the placement of the headframe onto the 213 mouse skull we designed a custom set of tools that remove all angular degrees of freedom, as 214
well as X and Y variability, from the headframe installation process. These tools include a 215 "headframe clamp" and "stylus". The "headframe clamp" tool interfaces with KOPF Model 216 #1900 dovetail mounts and suspends a clamshell-style clamp above the mouse. Once the 217 mouse's skull is levelled with respect to pitch (bregma-lambda level), roll, and yaw, the 218 "headframe clamp" tool is secured in the KOPF arm and aligned so that the clamp is positioned 219 at a known offset from lambda (the coordinate system origin). This is achieved with the custom 220
"stylus", shown in Figure 4a . The "stylus" tool shares the same shank as the headplate and so 221 utilizes the same datum registration surfaces. It is installed in the "headframe clamp" tool 222
( Figure 4b ) and the surgeon adjusts the X and Y axes of the stereotaxic instrument to locate the 223 tip of the "stylus" at lambda. Once lambda is located, the "stylus" is removed from the clamp 224 and a headframe is installed and lowered until the anterior portion of the headplate contacts the 225 skull. The headframe is cemented to the skull and once dry, the clamshell is opened, releasing 226 the headframe. This tool reproducibly places the headframe such that the center of the well is 227 precisely 2.8 mm lateral and 1.3 mm anterior to lambda (Figure 4a ). 228
CRANIOTOMY & CRANIAL WINDOW:
To facilitate repeatable location of the 229 craniotomy and cranial window we designed a custom clamp pictured in Figure 4c . The 230 "levelling clamp" was designed to fit into the KOPF Model #1900 earbar holder upon removing 231
the right earbar and is compatible with the anesthesia nose cone (although the mouse must be 232 removed from the bite bar clamp). The "levelling clamp" has a built-in forward pitch of 6°, and 233 along with rotation of the entire earbar apparatus to a roll angle of 23° (using a custom-adapted 234
angle finder not pictured) it holds the craniotomy plane perpendicular to gravity. Once the 235 headframed animal is clamped and rotated, a circular piece of skull (5 mm in diameter) is 236
removed with a dental drill, and a durotomy is performed. The "levelling clamp" facilitates drilling 237 of the craniotomy (and subsequent durotomy) by 1) allowing the surface of the skull (and 238 subsequently the brain) to be more clearly viewed through the stereo microscope and 2) 239 keeping artificial cerebrospinal fluid used during the procedure contained within the headplate 240 ring. Following the craniotomy and durotomy, a 0.45 mm thick custom borosilicate glass 241 coverslip (stacked appearance with a 5 mm diameter "core" and 7 mm diameter "flange") is 242 cemented in place. The "leveling clamp" facilitates consistent placement and cementing of the 243 cranial window at an angle that is approximately parallel to the headplate ring, and thus normal 244
to the imaging axis of our pipeline data-collection instruments. 245
Clamping System & System Alignment 246
CLAMP DESIGN: To accurately place the animal relative to stimulus monitor and 247
instrumentation (e.g., the microscope objective) we developed a custom clamping mechanism 248
shown in Figure 5 . This clamping mechanism simultaneously meets multiple requirements 249
including 1) robust reproducibility, 2) high stiffness, 3) quick installation and removal with 250 common tools, and 4) compatibility with all Allen Brain Observatory platforms. An additional 251
design requirement was that the clamping mechanism be manufactured with commonly 252 available screws, materials, and processes. The clamp was designed to position the headplate 253
shank into the common datum surface with two, screw-driven mechanisms pushing 254 perpendicular to each other and at 45 degrees with respect to the planes they are pushing 255
against (see Figure 5a ). The headplate is inserted, and positively located into the corner of the 256 clamp and it can be installed or released in under 10 seconds (Figure 5b ). An optional third 257 screw (Figure 5b) is utilized for applications demanding the utmost stability of the animal (e.g., 258
2P microscopy). The datum surfaces of the headplate and clamp are broad to prevent wear, 259
while the force application points can accommodate manufacturing variation and wear without 260 sacrificing clamping accuracy. It is important to note that accuracy is highly dependent on clean 261 reference surfaces; buildup of dirt, debris and animal dander will impact clamping accuracy and, 262 therefore, headplate cleanliness must be maintained throughout the duration of 263 experimentation. 264 SYSTEM ALIGNMENT: Despite possessing common mouse-to-screen geometry 265
(depicted in Supplemental Figure 1a ), each of the Allen Brain Observatory data-collection 266 systems possessed slightly different rotational, translational, and scaling attributes of image 267 acquisition. To accommodate inter-instrument variability in these image attributes, we 268 employed a registration artifact in the form of a reticle that incorporated the geometry and 269
clamping interface of the experimental headframe (Figure 6a ). Instrument-specific reticle 270 images were obtained, and exact positioning was monitored over time to ensure consistent 271 system registration (see Systems & Applications). 272
It is worth noting that alignment of a small number of instruments can be performed with 273 a single reticle. However, in our case we implemented a second layer of abstraction wherein 274
instruments are registered to a platform-specific, secondary reticle and each of these secondary 275
reticles is registered to a single primary reticle. Thus, images obtained on an instrument were 276 translated to a common primary coordinate space using that instrument's platform's secondary-277
to-primary set of translation values. A two-layer reticle system allowed us to independently 278 maintain alignment of 40+ instruments across 4 platforms without having to rely on a single 279 reticle. 280
Systems & Applications 281
SURGICAL PHOTODOCUMENTATION: Post-surgical brain health and window clarity 282
were documented using a custom surgical photo-documentation system (in addition to normal 283 animal health checks at one, two, and seven days following surgery). The photo-documentation 284 apparatus (Supplemental Figure 2a ) was custom designed to provide a registered image of the 285 cranial window using the standard pipeline geometry (Supplemental Figure 1a ). Because mice 286
were imaged at the end of surgery, they were still lightly anesthetized and, as such, there was 287 no need to include the third screw in the clamping mechanism. Additionally, because there was 288 no visual stimulation for this data-collection step, the system did not include a stimulus screen. 289
Each of two photo-documentation systems were initially registered, and subsequently 290 monitored weekly, by analyzing images of a secondary reticle. A sample of 18 months of 291 longitudinal registration monitoring data is shown in Figure 6b . The median of monitoring data 292
for each system was calculated and indicated a clamping variability of 10.61 µm for these 293 systems. 294
INTRINSIC SIGNAL IMAGING:
The Allen Brain Observatory pipelines utilize intrinsic 295 signal imaging (ISI) with every mouse for targeting physiology recordings. Briefly, ISI measures 296 the hemodynamic response of the cortex to visual stimulation across the entire field of view in 297 mice that are lightly anesthetized. This retinotopic map effectively represents the spatial 298
relationship of the visual field to locations within each cortical area. Retinotopic mapping is 299 used to delineate functionally defined visual area boundaries and enable targeting of the in vivo 300 physiology to retinotopically defined locations in primary and secondary visual areas (Garrett et  301 al., 2014). 302
The ISI instruments had a different mouse-to-screen geometry (compared to the other 303 pipeline platforms) and comprised an Andor Zyla 5.5 sCMOS camera and a ring illumination 304 system of independently controlled green and red LEDs (Supplemental Figure 2b) . The camera 305
was fixed normal to the nominal window pitch and roll (6° and 23°, respectively). In addition to 306
the camera and stimulus screen, the ISI system was equipped with an anesthesia machine 307 (SomnoSuite, Torrington, CT) that was used to maintain a light plane of anesthesia during the 308 ISI session. Because mice were lightly anesthetized there was no need to include the third 309 screw in the clamping mechanism. As with the surgical photo-documentation system, each of 310 three ISI systems were monitored for registration using a secondary reticle. A sample of 24 311 months of longitudinal monitoring is shown in Figure 6c . Colored hash marks on the x-axis 312
indicate when the different systems required re-registration (due to reticle measurements drifting 313 more than 22.5 µm from the original location). The median for each system indicated ISI 314 clamping variability ranging from 4.5 to 11.25 µm. 315 BEHAVIOR: To support multiple versions of the Allen Brain Observatory we designed 316
and built a large-scale behavior training facility that could simultaneously accommodate the 317 behavior-training requirements of multiple pipelines. Each of these mouse behavior training 318 enclosures (24 in total) were identically built to maintain the standard pipeline mouse-screen 319 geometry. 320
The engineering requirements for the behavior platform included 1) a compact, modular 321 design that allowed for training of ~100 mice per day, 2) the ability to perform several different 322 behavior tasks in different enclosures concurrently, 3) easy and reproducible clamping, and 4) 323
pipeline mouse-screen geometry. Supplemental Figure 3a shows a front view of a behavior 324
enclosure equipped with stimulus screen, sound-attenuating foam, ventilation fan, and a fixed-325 location camera (Allied Vision, Mako G-032B) to continuously monitor mice while in the 326 enclosure. Mice are head-fixed on a removable behavior stage equipped with a running disc 327 (Supplemental Figure 3b) and then placed onto a kinematic mount in the behavior enclosure, 328 thereby ensuring quick but reproducible placement of the mouse with respect to the screen. 329
IN VIVO, 2-PHOTON CALCIUM IMAGING: The first iteration of the Allen Brain 330
Observatory pipeline consisted of in vivo 2P calcium imaging in awake mice over multiple 331 sessions/days. Our pipeline data collection systems were built around two off-the-shelf 332 microscope models, Scientifica Vivoscope or Nikon A1R MP+, that we modified to 333 accommodate our scientific and engineering requirements for pipeline data collection. In 334 addition to incorporating our behavior stage (with running disc) and stimulus screen (ASUS 335 PA248Q), each system was equipped with eye-tracking and full-body cameras (Allied Vision, 336
Mako G-032B), each with their own LED illumination source. Both the Nikon and Scientifica 337 systems are shown in Supplemental Figure 4 . 338
The engineering requirements for the 2P calcium imaging platform were the most 339 stringent and included 1) the ability to navigate to the same 400 x 400 µm field of view (and thus 340 the same neurons) over multiple sessions/days, 2) a stable, rigid headframe and clamping 341 system that allowed for no more than 4 µm of flex along the optical axis, and 3) pipeline mouse-342 screen geometry. Clamping performance was tested and the results of these tests is reported 343
below. 344
Cross-Platform Registration 345
As mentioned previously, to accommodate inter-instrument variability, we employed a 346 reticle registration procedure that ensured initial system alignment as well as maintenance of 347 that alignment over time. Precise reticle alignment had the added benefit that image capture 348 from a diverse set of platforms could be translated to, and compared within, a shared coordinate 349 space through a series of rotational, axial, and scaling factors. Specifically, each instrument 350
had an established set of translation values to a platform-specific secondary reticle (obtained 351
during system alignment, monitored, and updated if necessary), and each secondary reticle had 352 a known set of different translation values to a common, primary reticle. As such, images 353 obtained with any of our pipeline instruments could be translated to a common image space, 354 resulting in "cross-platform registration" (Figure 7a ). 355
The Allen Brain Observatory pipelines utilize ISI maps obtained from each individual 356 mouse to perform physiological recordings in precise, retinotopic locations within the visual 357 cortex. Because the instruments of the ISI and 2P microscopy platforms were all registered to a 358 common reference space, we were able to identify the coordinates of a retinotopically-defined 359 region (referenced to the ISI home location), translate the coordinates to the 2P reference 360 space, and then drive to the target recording location from the 2P home location (Figure 7b ). 361
Accuracy of the ISI-2P translation in a non-biological sample is depicted in Figure 7c , which 362
shows the trial-to-trial variability of navigating to a set of five ISI-translated coordinates (red 363 crosses) on various 2P microscopes. Across three pipeline 2P instruments, targeting was 10-50 364 µm (median = 37.6 µm) off from the desired location, where factors contributing to variability 365 included clamping and coordinate translation. 366
In an experimental setting, however, there are additional biological factors that can 367 impact targeting accuracy (e.g., brain motion). Prior to each 2P recording session, operators 368
were able to make an adjustment of the 2P home location so that it matched the ISI home 369
location. This manual step was often necessary in order to adjust for any tissue motion that had 370 occurred since the ISI, or previous 2P, session. This "home offset" was then applied to the 371 translated X and Y coordinates of the target recording location chosen from the ISI map. In a 372 sample of our pipeline experiments (1712 sessions), the "home offset" adjustment values 373 ranged from 0 to 905 µm, with median values of 74 µm and 57 µm in X and Y, respectively 374 (Figure 7d ). 375
After navigating to the target recording site using the translated ISI coordinates, the 376 operator was able to make final adjustments to the 2P field of view (FOV) to ensure optimal cell 377 matching with previous recording sessions. Figure 7e shows the day-to-day FOV targeting 378
results from a sample of pipeline experiments (5 experiments with an average of 9.5 imaging 379 sessions per experiment). Specifically, median adjustments of 16.47 µm (in X) and 16.34 µm 380 (in Y) were required to match the 400 x 400 µm imaging FOV across sessions/days once the 381 initial target FOV had been set on the first recording session. To further illustrate the accuracy 382 of these systems, the median X and Y adjustments are again shown referenced to an example 383 2P FOV of GCaMP6+ neurons in the visual cortex (Figure 7e, right) . In all, these systems 384
exhibited variability well within our tolerances for performing large-scale experiments targeted at 385 a single set of cells across many sessions/days. 386
387
DISCUSSION 388
In order to build the Allen Brain Observatory pipelines capable of collecting standardized 389 datasets from head-fixed mice over long-periods of time we developed a series of integrated 390 experimental platforms, each consisting of instruments that were built and registered to a 391 shared coordinate space. Our cross-platform reference space strategy was based not only on 392 creating a robust headframe and clamping systems, but also developing associated standard 393 operating procedures for operation and routine monitoring and maintenance. 394
Creating a cross-platform reference space for our pipeline systems required three 395 essential components: 1) a robust headframe, 2) a reproducible clamping system, and 3) data-396 collection systems that are built, and maintained, around precise alignment with a reference 397 artifact. Additionally, the design of our pipeline systems had to meet the stringent scientific 398 requirements of our experimental goals and the teams of technicians who were responsible for 399 operating the systems. Here we have described our head-fixation strategies for meeting the 400 engineering, scientific, and operational requirements of our large-scale, in-vivo pipelines. 401
We developed a robust headframe and a set of tools and procedures for reproducibly 402
affixing the headframe with respect to a set of biological features on the mouse skull. The 403
headframe design incorporated features that, when immobilized within our clamp, created three 404 mutually intersecting perpendicular datum planes. This approach allowed for the headframe to 405 be fully constrained both in rotation and translation, and therefore precisely positioned in our 406 pipeline instruments day after day. In order to further standardize the surgical process of 407 affixing the headframe and implanting a cranial window, we developed a set of tools that 408
integrate seamlessly with an off-the shelf stereotaxic system. Additionally, we report the results 409 of extensive simulation, benchtop, and in vivo testing that demonstrated the rigidity of the 410 headframe when mated to our clamping system. These tests clearly showed that our head-411
fixation system allowed for only minimal deflection of the imaging plane, as measured on the 412 surface of the cranial window during epochs of running behavior. Our scientific teams had 413
determined, a priori that the maximum displacement of the imaging surface could not exceed 4 414 µm and the system we have described here met this requirement. 415
To integrate our head-fixation system into the Allen Brain Observatory pipeline we built a was performed on healthy male and female transgenic mice (p37-p63) weighing no less than 15 502 g at time of surgery and was based on a previously published protocol (Goldey et al., 2014) . 503
Pre-operative injections of dexamethasone (3.2 mg/kg, S.C.) were administered at 12h and 3h 504 before surgery. Mice were initially anesthetized with 5% isoflurane (1-3 min) and placed in a 505 stereotaxic frame (Model# 1900, KOPF; Tujunga, CA), and isoflurane levels were maintained at 506 1.5-2.5% for surgery. An incision was made to remove skin, and the exposed skull was levelled 507
with respect to pitch (bregma-lambda level), roll and yaw. The stereotax was zeroed at lambda 508 using a custom headframe holder equipped with stylus affixed to a clamp-plate (see Headframe 509
Surgical Tooling). The stylus was then replaced with the headframe to center the headframe 510 well at 2.8 mm lateral and 1.3 mm anterior to lambda. The headframe was affixed to the skull 511 with white dental cement (C&B Metabond; Parkell; Edgewood, NY) and once dried, the mouse 512 was placed in a custom clamp to position the skull at a rotated angle of 23° such that the visual 513
cortex was horizontal to facilitate creation of the craniotomy (see Headframe Surgical Tooling). 514
A circular piece of skull 5 mm in diameter was removed, and a durotomy was performed. A 515 glass coverslip (cut from a single piece of glass to obtain a "stacked" appearance that consisted 516 of a 5 mm diameter "core" and 7 mm diameter "flange"), was cemented in place with Vetbond 517 (3M; St. Paul, MN). Cement was then applied around the cranial window inside the well to 518 secure the glass window. Post-surgical brain health was documented using a custom photo-519
documentation system and animals were assessed one, two, and seven days following surgery 520
for overall health (bright, alert and responsive), cranial window clarity and brain health. We thank Allan Jones for providing the critical environment that enabled our large scale 532 team effort. We thank the Allen Institute founder, Paul G. Allen, for his vision, encouragement, 533 and support. 534 . Headframe stiffness testing a) Deflection simulations of the headplate and clamping mechanism suggested that a static .5N load applied to the headplate ring (shown as purple arrows) resulted in ~1.5-2 µm deflection at the center of the ring and a maximum of ~3µm deflection at the outer edge of the ring. b) Results of benchtop deflection tests indicated that a static load of 50g (~0.5N) applied to the rim of the headplate resulted in an average of 3.2 µm of displacement at the center of the headplate ring. c) Deflection was next measured on the headframe (HF) and cranial window surface (Win) of two running mice that were head-fixed in an optical physiology instrument (Supplemental Figure 4a ) . Twenty-second samples of deflection data obtained from each point are shown, overlaid with the baseline noise measured on a headframe only (Baseline) clamped into the same system. As expected, deflection of the headframe during running increased over baseline and was greatest on the cranial window, as indicated by the increases in variance of the recorded signal (further shown as a broadening of the frequency distributions). However, the maximum deflection distances and ranges were well within our pre-determined tolerances. , equipped with a shank identical to that of the headplate (green), is used to locate the mouse skull fiducial, lambda. RIGHT: This stylus places the headplate so that the center of the 10 mm headplate ring is located over the putative location of mouse visual cortex (M/L = -2.8mm, A/P = 1.3mm, with respect to lambda). b) Custom headframe placement tool ("headframe clamp") is compatible with the KOPF 1900 dovetail interface located on the Z-axis arm and places a clamshell-style clamp (CENTER) parallel to the levelled mouse skull. Once lambda is located with the stylus (LEFT) , it is replaced by the headframe (RIGHT) and lowered down along the Z axis to the skull for cementing. c) The cranial window portion of the surgical procedure is facilitated by a custom "levelling clamp" (LEFT) that interfaces with the KOPF 1900 earbar clamp (RIGHT) and pitches the mouse forward 6 degrees. Once the entire earbar apparatus is rotated to 23 degrees, the cranial window plane is positioned perpendicular to gravity. a b Figure 5. Headframe clamping system. a) Sectioned isometric view of the headframe clamping system exposes the two clamping bolts (A and B) that ensure proper seating of the headframe to the clamp. Two axial screw forces are applied to the headframe during installation. Red arrows show that axial screw force on the side bolt in the X direction resolves to both Z and X forces applied to the outer edge of the headframe shank and applies clamping pressure to datums A and C (Figure 2a ). Blue arrows indicate that the axial screw force applied at 45 degrees in Z and Y resolves in the same forces and clamping pressures applied to the headframe in datums A and B. b) The headframe is inserted into the clamp along the Y axis and once clamped, can be further secured using the optional socket head cap screw situated anterior to the front face of the clamp. a) Systems were aligned to a set of headframe reticles. Example images from photodocumentation, intrinsic-signal imaging, and 2P microscopy instruments that were used for initial alignment and longitudinal monitoring. The images highlight the unique rotational, translational, and scaling attributes of each of the platforms. b) Photodocumentation system registration monitoring data is shown for 2 instruments (PDS_1 & 2) over an 18month period. Repeated detections of >22.5 µm deviation from the registered reticle location triggered system reregistration (shown as colored hash marks). Median clamping variability over this time period was 10.61 µm. c) Intrinsic-signal imaging system registration monitoring data is shown for 3 instruments (ISI_1-3) over a 24-month period. Detections of >22.5 µm of deviation from the registered reticle location triggered system re-registration (shown as colored hash marks). Median variability ranged from 4.5 to 11.25 µm depending on ISI instrument. a) Cross-platform registration relied on transforming data collected with an individual pipeline instrument to a common reference space. These translations included rotation, X-Y axial, and scaling factors that were specifically calculated for each instrument during the reticle alignment process. b) The Allen Brain Observatory leveraged cross-platform registration by using a set of ISI-defined coordinates to target 2P data collection of a retinotopically-defined region of cortex. c) Reliability of ISI-2P registration is shown using a non-biological sample. Trial-to-trial variability of navigating to a set of 5 ISI-translated coordinates (red crosses) on multiple 2P microscopes. Across the three pipeline 2P rigs targeting was within 10-50 µm (median of "All"= 37.6 µm) of the desired location. d) If necessary, before beginning an experiment operators were able to adjust the 2P home offset to adjust for biological motion and/or targeting inaccuracy. Median X and Y adjustments from a sample of >1700 experiments were 74 and 57 µm, respectively. e) LEFT: Experimental data depicting the X and Y adjustments that operators made to match a 2P field of view (FOV) across sessions. Operators made ~16um (median) of adjustment in both directions in order to match the FOV from the first session. RIGHT: An example 2P FOV (400x400 µm), with the median X (orange) and Y (teal) adjustments shown to scale.
